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Abstract:
Physics has encountered numerous problems and unanswered questions. Physicists are
trying to solve the physics problems in the context of modern physics or to think the beyond of
the modern physics, while they have not cared classical physics. Some physicists believe that
by combining general relativity and quantum mechanics, these problems may be resolved and
the unanswered questions will be answered.
In all of these efforts, the classical physic has been ignored, while nature is unique and all
physical phenomena, from the microscopic or the macroscopic ones are obeying the same law.
Therefore to solve the contemporary physics problems, the basic concepts and relations of
physics should be the foundation of classical mechanics which have to be reviewed and
analyzed. Then, we have to combine these three theories of classical mechanics, quantum
mechanics and relativity in order to reach to a unique physics. Eventually, by answering the
unanswered questions, the physics problems will be solved.

Transferring momentum-energy to Replace Fundamental Forces
If we replace the fundamental forces by transferring energy - momentum, all physical
interactions are justifiable. Moreover, without using force, we can describe all physical processes
and interactions.
Attention to photon structure and using new definitions for graviton, charged and exchange
particles will change our perspective on modern physics. It also provides us with a new tool to be
able to overcome physics problems in a better way.
Keywords: bosons, graviton, interaction, color charge, magnetic color, virtual photon,
singularity, absolute black hole

Main concepts and formulas of CPH Theory
Base and foundation of CPH Theory (Creative Particle of Higgs Theory) are the official theories and
physical experiences.

Review wrong and complex concepts in theoretical physics
In relativistic quantum mechanics, the problem is that Dirac equations cannot explain virtual
pair production and decay in a vacuum. That's why uncertainty principle1 is used to justify the
virtual pair production and decay in vacuum. Richard Feynman propounded the behavior of
elementary particles calculation in series diagrams that is called Feynman diagrams2 that includes
also virtual pair production and decay of the vacuum3.
In quantum mechanics, the concept of a point-like particle is complicated by the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, because even an elementary particle, with no internal structure, occupies
a nonzero volume. According to the quantum mechanics that photon and electron are
unstructured particle, we cannot answer the unanswered questions.
With all the effort that was undertaken in recent decades on QED, there is a fundamental
question that has never been raised or if it has raised (we have not seen) is ignored. In modern
physics, a charged particle emits and absorbs energy, but its mechanism is not described. So the
question is; if the photon is an unstructured particle, with zero rest mass and no electrical charge
(and neutral), how charged particles absorb and radiate it? There are many articles that show,
photon has upper limit mass4 and electric charge5, which are consistent with experimental
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observations. Theories and experiments have not limited to photons and graviton will also be included.
For gravity there have been vigorous debates about even the concept of graviton rest mass6.

In recent decades, the structure of photon7 is discussed and physicists are studying the photon
structure8. Some evidence shows the photon consists of a positive and a negative charges9. In
addition, new experiment shows that the probability of absorption at each moment depends on the
photon's shape10, also photons are some 4 meters long which is incompatible with unstructured
concept.
Momentum and energy of photon
In 1906, Einstein assumed the light quanta (that later called photon) is massless11. Relativistic energy

E and momentum P given by;

It is just possible that we could allow m = 0, provided the particle always travels at the speed
of light c12. In this case above equation will not serve to define E and P; what does determine the
momentum and energy of a massless particle? Not the mass (that's zero by assumption); not the
speed (that's always c). Relativity offers no answer to this question, but curiously enough quantum
mechanics does13, in the form of Plank's formula;

As it follows from the Einstein relativistic mass formula:
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Physicists have not stopped on assumption of massless. There are more attempts were made to
clarify the photon masslees in theoretical and experimental physics. Some Physicists showed
there is an upper bound on the photon mass, although the amount is very small, but not zero14.

Rest mass
As we know, some particles such as photons are never seen at rest in any reference frame. So,
there are two kinds of particles in physics;
1- Some particles like the photon move only with the speed of light c, in all inertial reference
frames. Let’s call these kinds of particles the NR-particles or Never at Rest condition particles.
2- Other particles like the electron always move with the speed v < c in all inertial reference
frames; they have rest mass, and could be called particles.
According to the above definition, photon and graviton are NR-particles, while electron and
proton are particles.
About concept of particle
Generally, we have almost the same understanding and imagination of large objects (at the level
of molecules and larger). But in the case of subatomic particles, there is no clearly defined and
visualized concept, and there are many uncertainties, especially in the case of photon and graviton.
Therefore, any theory offers certain understanding (such as loop15 and string16) of these particles.

Photon and gravitational field
For study and understanding the photon structure we need to describe relation between
frequency and energy of photon. The change of frequency of the photon in the gravitational field
has been demonstrated by the Pound-Rebka experiment17. When photon falls a distance equal y
toward the earth, according to conservation law of energy we have:
If we consider this phenomenon as another evidence to verify the general relativity, we will be
stopped in the same old theories. Therefore, if we want to get a different result, we have to change
our thoughts. The work that gravitational force does on the photon does not mean a simple concept
of increasing in kinetic energy, but some deeper and more profound concepts are hidden beyond
it. If we want to look at this phenomenon from the point of view of quantum field theory, we must
accept that gravitons penetrate to the structure of the photon and in addition to the increasing its
energy cause increasing electric and magnetic field intensity18. Nevertheless, by considering the
14
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accepted concepts of quantum mechanics for gravitons, this phenomenon is not justifiable.
Therefore, we need to reconsider the concepts of quantum mechanics about graviton and
investigate about this phenomenon beyond quantum mechanics.
Color-charges and magnetic-color
A photon with the lowest possible energy also carries electric and magnetic fields. Therefore,
the features of gravitons entered into the structure of the photon must behave in a way that along
with explaining the energy of photon, describes increasing in intensity of electric and magnetic
fields. In other words, some of these gravitons cause increasing the electric field of photon and
some other gravitons increase the intensity of magnetic fields. Also, not only a photon at lowest
level of its energy is formed by some of the gravitons, but also its formed members have electric
and magnetic properties that is called color-charge and magnetic-color in CPH theory. The next
step is to specify color-charges and magnetic-colors in which it is obtained by paying attention to
at least change in energy of photon in a gravitational field while moving into blue shift of gravity.

By producing positive and negative electric fields, two magnetic fields are produced around the
electric fields do form. Therefore, it will be made two groups of magnetic-colors. So CPH matrix19
is defined as follows:
19

-https://www.researchgate.net/publication/308890409_Photon-Graviton_Interaction_and_CPH_Theory
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CPH matrix shows the least magnitude energy of a photon.

Sub-Quantum Energy (SQE)
We use CPH matrix to define positive and negative sub quantum energies as follow: The first
column of CPH matrix is defined positive sub quantum energy and the second column of CPH
matrix is defined negative sub quantum energy, so;

6
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The amount of speed and energy of positive and negative sub quantum energies are equal, and
the difference between them are only in the sign of their color-charges and magnetic-color flow
direction20.
Virtual photons
There are two types of virtual photons, positive and negative virtual photons which are defined
as follows:

A real photon is formed of a positive virtual photon and a negative virtual photon:

There, , are natural numbers. So far, the production of electromagnetic energy (photons)
was described by using gravitational blue-shift, in reverse phenomena photons decay to negative
and positive virtual photons. In redshift, virtual photons also decay to positive and negative sub
quantum energies (SQEs), and sub quantum energies (SQEs) decay to color-charges and magneticcolors, too. Color-charges and magnetic-colors21 away from each other, lose their effect on each
other and become gravitons. In addition, there is a relation between the number of SQEs in
structure of photon and energy (also frequency) of photon.

20

- https://www.researchgate.net/publication/303988070_Generalization_of_the_Dirac's_Equation_and_Sea
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So, photons are combination of positive and negative virtual photons. Photon is a very weak
electric dipole that is consistent with the experience and these articles are asserted. In addition, this
property of photon (very weak electric dipole) can describe the absorption and emission energy by
charged particles22.
We can describe the mechanisms of zero-point energy production. When the density of graviton
are adjacent to each other
increases in space, a number of gravitons with the NR-particle mass
and interactions are logged and they are converted to color-charges and a number gravitons convert
to magnetic-color. Finally, sub quantum energies produce virtual photons, and virtual photons
form the real photon. About the vacuum energy, even in the absence the photons in vacuum, the
Maxwell's equations can be generalized in vacuum, as follow;

By changing the photon electric field, magnetic field also changes. In this case also, the gravitons are
converted into magnetic carrier particles and enter the structure of photon that is given by;

Where i and j are natural numbers. When the density of graviton increases in space, gravitons
interacting with each other and they acquire electrical field and magnetic and they produce the

22

- https://www.researchgate.net/publication/302313653_Adaptive_Review_of_Three_Fundamental_Questions_in_Physics
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electromagnetism energy. According to the above description and with regard to the phenomenon
of gravitational redshift and blueshift, in general it can be concluded that:

In Einstein's day, the strong and weak forces had not yet been discovered, but he found the
existence of even two distinct forces, gravity and electromagnetism, deeply troubling.
Sub Quantum electrodynamics
In quantum mechanics, accelerating or oscillating electron emits photons. In fact, that is an
interesting question or food for thought, "and really cuts to the heart of the question of interpreting
quantum mechanics23." Also, there is a detail as follow:
"When a photon is absorbed by an electron, it is completely destroyed. The opposite happens
when an electron emits a photon. The photon is not selected from a "well" of photons living in the
atom; it is created instantaneously out of the vacuum. The electron in the high energy level is
instantly converted into a lower energy-level electron and a photon. There is no in-between state
where the photon is being constructed. It instantly pops into existence." Source: Ask and
Astronomer24
An alternative explanation is: “an electron has electric charge it is coupled to the
electromagnetic field, and is able to produce excitations in this field which we can call photons.
This is literally what it means to have electric charge, so there is no need for a 'mechanism' beyond
that." Source; Physics Stack Exchange25
There are a lot unanswered questions and complex concepts in theoretical physics that the
standard model and relativity do not have answers for and the physicists believe that it is due to
the inability of theories26.
In quantum mechanics, the concept of a point-like particle is complicated by the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, because even an elementary particle, with no internal structure, occupies a
nonzero volume. According to the quantum mechanics that photon and electron are unstructured
particle, we cannot answer the unanswered questions.
Consider a charged particle (e.g. an electron) that creates an electric field around itself and
constantly is spreading (propagating) virtual photons. The domain of propagation of this electric
field is infinity. According to well-known physical laws, there is no change in the electrical charge
and mass of charged particle by emitting virtual photons that carries electric force (and it carries
23

- http://curious.astro.cornell.edu/about-us/137-physics/general-physics/particles-and-quantum-physics/805how-are-photons-created-and-destroyed-advanced
24
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- http://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/186361/why-does-accelerating-electron-emits-photons
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- http://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/186361/why-does-accelerating-electron-emits-photons
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electrical energy too). Therefore, we have a permanent machine in which we know its production,
but we do not know about its mechanism and consumable and there is no information in this case.
Just it is said that there is an electric field around any charged particle. How is created this field,
what is its interaction with other electrical and non-electrical fields, including gravity, nothing is
said, namely, there is no explanation.
Here according to the negative and positive sub quantum energies, the mechanism for
generating electric fields, the dynamics of attraction and repulsion between charged particles are
analyzed.
Electron is a set of negative color-charges that are preserved by electromagnetic field due to its
surrounding magnetic-colors. This rotational sphere (spinning electron) is adrift (floating) in a sea
of gravitons and as it already was explained, gravitons are converted to positive and negative color
charges in vicinity of electron. There is same explanation for positron. Electron effects on existing
color-charges around itself by having two special properties. Electron has continuous spinning
state that can create an electric field that is formed of moving color-charges, then magnetic-colors
are produced and then conditions are prepared to produce sub quantum energies. Positive colorcharges are absorbed towards electron, but magnetic field around it is repellent of positive colorcharges. By spinning movement of electron, a number of positive color charges are compacted and
and are repelled by its surrounding magnetic field. As the
converted to positive virtual photon
same way, positron absorbs negative color-charges and its surrounding magnetic field compacts
negative color-charges and propagates it as negative virtual photon . Therefore, we can define
an operator that expresses the process of producing positive virtual photons by electron. If we show
this operator as follow that effects on electron and it is respect to time of
, it means that it
creates the carrier of positive electromagnetic force, then we have:

Where a, is a natural number. As the same way, positron behaves like electron that is similar to
a generator and it produces and propagates negative virtual photons and then we have:

When
from the electron reaches to area 2 of positron, it combines with
a real photon is
created and positron accelerates toward the electron. The similar mechanism happens for electron.
When a rotating electric dipole (photon) reaches to vicinity of a spinning charged particle (such as
electrons), they absorb each other. In fact, electron is real form of a negative virtual photon.
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Here it was considered just a path, it was assumed that the positive virtual photon moves on a
specified path and goes from the side of electron toward positron and combines with negative
virtual photon produced by positron and accelerates to positron that is not apparently consistent
with quantum mechanics. Because in classical mechanics, just a path indicates the motion of the
particle, while all paths for a particle in quantum mechanics can be considered, even routes that is
similar to the classic route. However, it is not true, a positive virtual photon can move on all
possible routes to reach positron or not. It is important that not only electron is producing and
emitting positive virtual photons continuously, but also a lot of positive virtual photons are moving
in electrical field of electron, each of them has been entering to area 2 of positron, it would do the
same action as described above. It is important that we understand the mechanism of this action
and explain in a way that is consistent with the basic laws of physics.

Note: With the discovery of charged particles and electric fields, it was assumed that the
charged particle and the surrounding fields are the same. Our examination shows that the electron
produces positive virtual photon, emits and pushes the negative charges, because each negative
charged particle behaves on the other, the same as electron and produces positive virtual particle.
Likewise, positive charged particles such as positron, also provides a negative electric field that
drives the positive virtual photon.
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Attention to photon structure and using new definitions for graviton, charged and exchange
particles, will change our perspective on modern physics. It also provides us with a new tool to be
able to overcome physics problems in a better way. This approach will show us how particles are
formed and when physical symmetries are broken spontaneously.

Dirac equation
In 1928, Paul Dirac published a paper entitled “The Quantum Theory of the Electron27" Dirac equation
is generalization of Schrodinger equation to compute wave function of particles that is consistent with
special relativity too. Dirac extended this equation based on Klein-Gordon equation. Dirac also could

27

- http://rspa.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/royprsa/117/778/610.full.pdf
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predict existence of anti-matter with his equation that later it was verified with experiment too. Dirac
suggested the main form of his equation28 by publishing a book as follows:

For a particle in special case p = 029, we will have:

Dirac equation predicted existence of a particle with negative energy and he was confronted with
unbelievers of physicists. However, in 1932, Anderson30 discovered this particle in cosmic ray and they
called it “positron”. Later, pair "electron-positron" was created in the laboratory by photon decay process.

Dirac Sea
Dirac Sea is a theoretical model that introduces vacuum as a sea of infinite particles with negative
energy. Dirac presented this model in 1930 for the first time. Dirac used this model to explain quantum

28

- http://www2.ph.ed.ac.uk/~bjp/qt/rqt.pdf

29

- http://www.physics.udel.edu/~msafrono/PDF/L23.pdf

30

- https://www.aps.org/programs/outreach/history/historicsites/anderson.cfm
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states of negative energy in his equation and in order to justify relativistic electrons. Dirac ratiocinated that
all states of negative energy have been occupied by electrons in which they are not a part of the nature. It
means that there exists a Sea of electrons with negative energy beyond the nature. He also ratiocinated that
with a high energy photon, we can take apart an electron with negative energy from this Sea and convert it
to an ordinary electron with positive energy.
Inexistence of negative energy means existence of positive energy, thus the hole behaves in a way that
as if it is a particle with positive energy. On the other hand, inexistence of negative charge means existence
of positive charge. This hole-particle alike electron has positive charge that was called positron.
In CPH theory, by defining the structure of photon, Dirac Sea is a physical fact that not only holds for
positron but also it is inseparable part of the nature and even we can conclude Weyl fermions from it. Weyl
fermions with spin 1/2 have zero rest mass31 alike electrons (in quantum mechanics).
In pair production of "electron-positron", was specified that the expression "negative energy" is not
appropriate for these types of particles that later were called anti-particle. In fact, different electrical
properties of electron and positron must be investigated in the structure of their producer that it means
finding it in the structure of photon.
On the other hand, if a full energy photon (Gamma) that has this virtue that can be converted to two
particles with different electric charges and all photons independent of their frequencies, carry
electromagnetic energy. This virtue of electromagnetic energy must be investigated in electric and magnetic
fields dependent to photon that can be converted to electron and positron with different electric charges.

From the Dirac equation to the photon structure
In pair production of "electron-positron", one photon with spin 1 and at least energy 1.022 MeV is
converted to two fermions, electron and positron with spin 1/2, so that we have:

Above relation is justifiable according to Dirac equation by relations (Figure A). In pair decay, an
electron is combined with a positron and is produced two photons (Figure B).

31

- https://www.aps.org/programs/outreach/history/historicsites/anderson.cfm
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In pair decay, we will have:

Sub Quantum energy (SQE)
To explain and define sub quantum energy, it is necessary to analyze the relations equation that we have:

In general state, above equation does not accept any limitation for mass and energy regarding its value.
Moreover, in limit of zero mass (zero rest mass of particles), Dirac equation was reduced to Weyl
equation32. Weyl equation predicted the existence of fermions that their rest mass is zero (in his article
"GRAVITATION AND THE ELECTRON33"), but they have spin 1/2 .Because here, the aim is to
investigate and recognize the structure of photon. We reduce beta matrix as follows and now we call it
matrix A until after computations and necessary conclusions, we choose a special notion for it:

In a special case that a high energy photon collides with a heavy nucleus that we have;

32

- http://www.weylmann.com/weyldirac.pdf

33

- https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC522457/pdf/pnas01017-0027.pdf
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That is called the process of pair production of electron and positron. Therefore, in general case, it is
reagent of energy for two fermions with spin 1/2 that one of the possible case describes pair production of
electron-positron.
But occurring other cases is possible including photon with energy less than E = 1.022 MeV can be
decayed to two fermions with spin 1/2 , that move with speed of light in which it is describer of Weyl
fermions and they are called massless fermions or Weyl fermions.
According to Campton Effect and gravitational blue-shift, energy of a photon can decrease or increase
without changing in its physical properties (except its energy and frequency). It means that whatever is
increased to the energy of photon, it has the same total properties of photon (properties of electromagnetic
energy). In other words, all photons have common physical properties except the value of energy.
Therefore, at least electromagnetic energy can be defined as follows:

In above relation, the minus sign does not imply being negative of energy (or negative mass), as positron
is not negative energy or mass in pair production. Signs +, - show electromagnetic fields around a charged
particle and carry the same type of electromagnetic energy that there exists around a charged particle.
Therefore, the photon is formed of two types of positive and negative sub quantum energies that we
show them by operators as follows:

It is obvious that spin of sub quantum energy (SQE) is equal to 1/2 . In general case, above equation can
be written by using the definition of positive and negative sub quantum and instead of A, we use gamma
that is symbol of electromagnetic energy as follow, where k is a natural number:
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Positive virtual photon carries positive electrical force and forms positive electric field and negative virtual
photon carries negative electric force and forms negative electric field. Every real photon is formed of two
virtual photons. Therefore, we will have:

As charged particles absorb or repulse each other and are ineffective on neutral particles, homonymous
virtual photons repulse each other, non-homonymous virtual photons absorb each other and they form
quantum energies and it causes two non-homonymous charged particles accelerate towards each other.

Sub quantum energy and Feynman diagrams
In quantum electrodynamics, charged particles (for example electron and positron) have interaction with
each other through propagation and absorption of photon (particles that carry electromagnetic force) and
these interactions are justified by Uncertainty Principle. Even Feynman diagrams34 is a representation to
describe physical processes. While by using sub quantum energies and positive and negative virtual
photons, interaction between charged particles is explainable as physical analysis and mathematical
computations. For example, notice to repulsion of two electrons (figure).

34

- https://protonsforbreakfast.wordpress.com/2014/04/13/feynman-diagrams-are-maths-not-physics/
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Absorption of positron and electron is shown as figure.

According to behavior of photon in the gravitational, we can describe sub quantum energies, virtual
photons and structure of photon, too.

Sub Quantum Chromodynamics
There is a strong interaction in nucleus of an atom and its range is short and less than the radius
of an atom. In quantum chromodynamics (QCD), carrier of the strong interaction force that is
called gluon35 is a particle with spin one (spin of photon is one, too).
Proton is formed of 3 quarks, two up quarks (u) with (+2/3) electric charge and a down quark
(d) with (-1/3) electric charge P(udu) while neutrons comprise up-down-down, N(udd). The subject
that how two quarks gather together with homonymous charged particles is a problem that still

35

- http://frankwilczek.com/Wilczek_Easy_Pieces/298_QCD_Made_Simple.pdf
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there is some theoretical problems36 and intuitive justification about that in modern physics that
can be consistent with experiments.

Protons and neutrons are hadrons, each comprising three quarks. Protons comprise up-up-down quarks, while
neutrons comprise up-down-down. All hadrons are held together by the strong nuclear force. (Credit: Swinburne
Astronomy Online37)

The explanation is given in modern physics is that boson (gluon) with spin one is carrier of
color charge force between quarks and it is stronger than electric force. However, the reason and
mechanism of strong interaction is easily explainable by using sub quantum energies.
In general state, suppose two electric charged particles A and B, (both with positive charge),
and lie in a bigger distance of the radius of proton. As explained in the previous section, each
positive charged particle repels positive color-charges and absorbs negative color -charges. The
magnetic field around it compacts these negative color-charges and emits it as negative virtual
photon in the space. When the distance between these two particles is high (more than the radius
of nucleus of atom), before that emitted negative photon
reaches from second particle to first
particle, repelled positive color-charges by first particle have left the environment (they have got
away from the charge surroundings). While in short distances, the repelled positive color-charges
by a particle combines with negative color-charges around another particle and create
electromagnetic energy.
in the time dt, it repels a
Suppose that the particle A produces a negative virtual photon
number of positive color charges that can produce a positive virtual photon . If we consider the
distance between these two particles, supposing speed of
is at least equal to speed of light c, if
36

- https://arstechnica.com/science/2015/10/missing-glueballs-are-sticky-problem-for-particle-physics/

37

- https://saoastronews.wordpress.com/2014/04/18/tetraquark/
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>
, the repelled positive color-charges by each particle is ineffective on negative colorcharges around the second particle. If <
, the mechanism of attraction and repulsion of
color-charges by each particle interfere with the mechanism of the other particle, positive and
negative color-charges are converted to electromagnetic energy and these two particles absorb
, the binding energy between two particles A and B is stronger
each other. Because if <
than repulsive electrical force between them.

Nuclear fusion in the center of stars is repeating this process. When two homonymous charged
particles became close enough to each other , their magnetic fields are united and keep togther
these homonymous charged particles like plasma of charged particles (following figures). In the
center of the stars, due to high speed (transitive energy) of nuclues of atoms, they come close
enough together and protons (in fact quarks) fall in each other color-charges areas and provide the
necessary binding energy and nucleuses do fusion. There are many protons (in fact quarks) in a
heavy nucleus, the number of quarks can have common color-charges area and absorb each other.

20
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But if d = cdt, then the electrically charged particles are neural with respect to each other, which
can produces vector bosons (weak nuclear interaction), so behavior of electromagnetic and weak
nuclear interactions are very similar. This process can be used to explain the weak interaction as
follows:

Beta Minus Decay: A neutron decays into a proton, and an electron and an antineutrino are emitted. Beta
Plus Decay: (this is not needed for AS Physics, but can be confused with beta minus decay) a proton decays into
a neutron, and a positron and a neutrino are emitted instead38.

Paying attention to internal structure of photon is very useful and important for better
understanding of QCD and QED. Mass-energy equivalence includes the concepts and applications
beyond the concept of converting mass to energy and vice versa. Something that occurs from the
interactions between quarks in the structure of protons is the logical result of the interaction
between positive and negative sub quantum energies in the structure of photon. In addition, during
conversion of energy into mass, properties of interactions between positive and negative sub
quantum energies are transferred from structure of the photon to particles and anti-particles. The
same process that happens for two non-homonymous charged particles (in the nucleus of atoms)
in center of stars, happens for formation of the negative and positive virtual photon by negative
and positive sub quantum energies.

38

- http://physicszarevision.blogspot.com/2015/03/311-particles-and-radiation.html
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Attention to photon structure and using new definitions for graviton, charged and exchange
particles, will change our perspective on modern physics. It also provides us with a new tool to be
able to overcome physics problems in a better way. This approach will show us how particles are
formed and when physical symmetries are broken spontaneously.
On the constancy of the speed of light
According to above descriptions, it is observed that the energy is generated by field, and matter
is generated by energy, so we can say that in CPH theory, energy is intensive field and matter is a
dense energy and everything is made up of graviton. Therefore, the constancy of light speed should
be concluded of the graviton properties.

Graviton Principle
Graviton is the most minuscule unit of energy with constant mass
that moves with a constant
magnitude of speed
so that
> , in all inertial reference frames. Any interaction between
graviton and other existing particles represents a moment of inertia I where the magnitude of
remains constant and never changes. Therefore;
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Based on the principle of graviton, the total speed of transmission speed and non-transmission
of graviton is constant. Also, total transmission energy and non-transmission of graviton is
constant, so that:

As the graviton mass and speed is constant, its energy remains constant and can only its
transmission energy changes to non-transmission energy and vice versa. Gravitons combine with
each other and produce the large amounts of energy quanta, and energy converts to matter and
anti-matter. In fact, everything has been formed of graviton. This approach to graviton helps us to
describe quantum vacuum and generalize the Maxwell equations from electromagnetism to the
gravitational field (see relations 8, 9 and 10).

Sub-Quantum Energy Principle
One SQE is a very small energy with NRP mass m(SQE) that moves with speed V(SQE) > c
relative to inertial reference frame and in every interaction between SQEs with other particles or
fields the speed value of SQE remains constant; as in every physical condition we have;

SQE principle shows that in every condition the mass, energy and the amount speed of SQE
remains constant, and only the transmission speed
and energy
of SQE convert to its
non-transmission speed
and energy
, and vice versa. So, we have;

Light Speed
According to the principle of Special Relativity, the speed of light in vacuum is constant and it
equals to c for all inertia observers, and it is independent of the light source. How we can conclude
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this principle by using sub quantum energy principle? First, according to principle of SQE (which
is also the result of the graviton principle) the amount of the linear speed of SQE depends to the
interaction between SQEs and the other particles (or fields) in the medium. So, in a vacuum, photon
(light) has not any interaction with other particles or fields outside of the photon structure, (assume
gravitational effect of vacuum is negligible), thus, the linear speed of SQEs in the structure of
= . Also, the linear speed of virtual photons in a vacuum
photons are constant and equal to
is the same amount of c. Let’s in generally, show the speed of photons as v(light), it changes from
one environment to another that in a vacuum is c, it means the speed of light in vacuum also is
= . So that:

Thus, the linear speed of photon depends to environmental conditions. Same as gravitons and
sub quantum energy, but the total amount of transmission speed and non-transmission speed of
photon is constant and it is equal to v
= , by changing the environmental conditions, such
as photon enters to water, a part of its linear speed converts to non-linear speed and in this case we
have v
< . But this effect is not permanent, because the environment conditions (with any
, and environment only
physical and chemical conditions) cannot affect the amount speed of v
can temporarily changes linear motion to non-linear motion and vice versa. That is why as soon as
the light comes out of the water environment; the new environment will be affected on it. So we
can write:

As the principle of sub quantum energy shows, the total transmission speed and nontransmission speed of SQE is always constant relative to the inertial reference frame and it is an
intrinsic property of nature, which is also affected by the graviton principle, because SQE of
gravitons are made. So the amount transmission speed (in this case linear velocity) of SQE is
independent of emitter source of light.

Reconsidering relativistic Newton’s second law
Bucherer experiment39 was an experimental verification of relativistic mass and due to accuracy
of relativistic Newton's second law. Increasing the mass of electron while passing from accelerator
tunnel (imposing external force) is due to obtaining energy and energy has mass. The subject that
an object (or a particle) cannot move with speed of light, is due to structure of matter and
mechanism of interaction of field with matter that by principle of graviton and sub quantum energy,
being constant of the value of speed can be generalized from energy to mass. Therefore, it is worthy
39

- http://www.academicjournals.org/journal/AJMCSR/article-full-text-pdf/7475EB43678
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to reconsider Bucherer experiment. In Bucherer experiment, consider an electron with mass m ,
speed v and at moment t is moving on direction of an axis, accelerates under effect of force F
and at the moment t , its speed is v. In time interval (t − t ), electron gains energy equal to E,
and its mass increases as m$ . So, we can write:

According to the conservation law of linear momentum, the momentum of input electron m v
plus momentum of energy gained in interval time (t − t ), must be equal to output momentum.
Therefore, we have:

In Newton's second law, the extra mass can be related to gained energy. So, we have:

The ± sign in equation has been marked for two states of the increasing and decreasing energy
(collinear or non-collinear directional variations in force and speed). The Newton's second law
in above equation increases our ability to have better cognition and explanation of physical
phenomena. With such an approach to physical and astrophysical events, the explanation of
universe will be more real.

New definition of singularity
According to general relativity, the initial state of the universe, at the beginning of the Big Bang,
was a singularity. Both general relativity and quantum mechanics break down in describing the Big
Bang. My question is, if the universe collapses, will it reach to infinite density and zero volume? Or
is there a force that will counteract it?
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In 1917, Einstein assumed: "the universe as a whole is static - i.e., its large-scale properties do not
vary with time."
In 1922, Friedmann showed that there exist expanding solutions that are unbounded with
hyperbolic geometry. The differential equations that he derived were:

After Hubble discoveries on the universe's expansion, Friedmann’s equation was as follows:

In other words, Friedmann raised the possibility of a dynamic universe, which changes in size
over time. In fact, Friedmann introduced the expression “expanding universe.”
In the 1990s, experimental observations showed that the expansion of the universe is
accelerating and dark energy is tending to accelerate the expansion of the universe.
According to the standard Big Bang theory, our universe sprang into existence as "singularity"
around 13.7 billion years ago. What is a ‘‘singularity’’ and where does it come from? Well, to be
honest, we don't know for sure. Singularities are zones which defy our current understanding of
physics. They are thought to exist at the core of ‘‘black holes.’’ The pressure is thought to be so
intense that finite matter is actually squished into infinite density (a mathematical concept which
truly boggles the mind). These zones of infinite density are called ‘‘singularities.’’ Our universe
is thought to have begun as an infinitesimally small, infinitely hot, infinitely dense, something - a
singularity. Where did it come from? We don't know. Why did it appear? We don't know.
To answer these questions, let’s pass across the black hole and reach the formation of the
absolute black hole by specifying the limits of Newton's second law and gravitation law, then the
singularity will be explained in the explosion of an absolute black hole. According to this approach
in the singularity state is: volume will not be zero, density will be limited.
This is just a simple and intuitive definition of an absolute black hole, but we should define an
absolute black hole by using the scientific concepts and cosmological equations and analyzing its
results. According to CPH Theory, energy (also all sub atomic particle) is formed of sub quantum
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energy (SQE). The amount speed

of SQE, is constant, but the amounts of transmission speed

V(SQET) and non-transmission speed

are not constant, by decreasing the amount

transmission speed of
is added to the amount non transmission speed
Each of these values is maximum when another value is zero that is given by:

and vice versa.

Thus, according to the direction of external force which was affected on a particle/object, the total
non-transmission speeds rate is converted to the transmission speeds or to the inverse.

Now we can define an absolute black hole. But before explanations, it is necessary to define
two terms of sub quantum divergence and sub quantum converges;
1- Sub quantum Divergence: if a particle/object falls in the gravitational toward a massive
body, and the linear speed of its (SQEs) will be
, we say that the object has sub quantum
divergence (Figure 16).
2- Sub quantum Convergence: if total transmission speeds SQEs of a particle/object go to zero,
we say that the object has sub quantum convergence (Figure 16). So;
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Sub-quantum Divergence and Convergence

Definition of an absolute black hole: If a particle/object falls down into the absolute black
hole, it will be involved in sub quantum divergence before reaching the surface of the absolute
black hole.
Consider the absolute black hole swallowing more matter; its mass and thus its gravitational
field intensity will be increase. By increasing the mass, volume is reducing, its constituent SQEs is
condensed and its transitional space will be limited.
Definition of Singularity: An absolute black hole with very high density under two followed
conditions reaches the singularity state:
1) Its constituent SQEs reach sub quantum convergence state. So the linear speed of everything
on the surface of absolute black hole goes to zero,
2) Due to the gravitational pressure, the average distance between SQEs of an absolute black
hole goes to zero.
They are scattered around and these chain scattering are spread everywhere inside the absolute
black hole and therefore the singularity is occurred. The density is very high in the singularity
state, but not infinite. In addition, the volume does not reach to zero, but the average the distance
between SQEs reach to zero. Given above descriptions can easily explain counteracting Newton's
second law and gravity.
Given the above themes, there are three basic limitations: transmission speed, non-transmission
speed and density that they are the reason of creation the observable universe and all physical
phenomena existing in it.
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Now, by using the Friedmann’s equation the Big Bang will be reviewed. Right side of the
Friedman equation, has given for real space-time and is used for after the Big Bang,
because k determined the geometrical properties of space-time and c is the speed of light in a
vacuum is constant, but given that the speed of light is not constant in gravitational field and it is
zero for surface and inside of an absolute black hole. So if we want to solve the Friedmann’s
equation for absolute black hole, we must consider the speed of light to zero and the equation
becomes as follows:

Assuming R is not zero (which is a reasonable assumption because the notion that, if the universe
collapses, it will not vanish volume and it is not reasonable that universe was created of nothing). We
take the square root of the above equation, so we have:

For t=0 the initial radius of the universe is obtained (at the moment of the Big Bang).
Above equation is an exponential function that shows in the first moments after the explosion,
expansion of the universe was very fast. In addition, because of the big bang, Newton's second law
contrasts with the law of gravitational law, in this confrontation, Newton’s second law, and the
universal gravitational law is neutralized. In the early moments after the Big Bang the speed limit
was not the speed of light c, because SQEs collide with each other, everything, even the photons
were decomposed and the speed limit could have one of two values SQE speed
. So, we can
write:

Classical mechanics and relativity (special and general) describe the acceleration is an
explanation of outward of phenomena regardless of the properties of sub quantum scales. It should
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be noted that the interaction between large objects (e.g. collision of two bodies) under the action
of the quantum layer (in fact sub quantum layer) done. In sub quantum level, the amount of speed
is constant, in any condition and any space, and in any interaction linear momentum changes to
nonlinear momentum and vice versa. According to SQE, we are able to show there is not a zero
volume with infinite density in singularity also before the Big Bang. So, regardless to
reconsidering the relativistic Newton's second law, how can we resolve the dark energy problem?
Perhaps still in the aftershocks of the Big Bang to take over the universe. In addition, there is
no proof for the existence, be limited to the observable universe, or owes its existence not earlier
collapse.
Thermal Energy and the Sub Quantum Energy
In defining the sub quantum energy, we saw that energy and matter are made of sub quantum
energy, and the difference between matter and energy depends to their transmission speed. Also,
the total amount of transitional and non-transitional speed of sub quantum energy is constant. So,
in CPH theory, energy is same as matter with high speed. In the other word, energy moves with
transmission speed of light c, and matter moves with transmission speed of v, so that v < c. So,
speed of heat is c, too, because it is a kind of electromagnetic energy. The amount transmission
speed of matter v is changeable between zero and c relative to inertia frame, when v become to c,
the matter is converted to energy. It can be shown that the temperature T of the system (such as
gas) is a function of transmission speed of SQEs of system.

Molecules of gas move with speed v < c in capsule, but heat radiation move with speed c
Let's assume that a system including k different molecules. In heating the system, the kinetic
energy of the molecules increases. In this process, SQEs belong to heat and molecules of system
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are sharing their momentum and transmission speed of molecules increase (reconsidering the
relativistic Newton's second law equation40).
Molecules absorb SQEs of heat, the mass and transmission speed of molecules increase41, as
thermodynamic interpretation, temperature T of the system increases.

Why does material emit energy?
Thermal energy emitted by matter as a result of vibrational and rotational movements42 of
molecules, atoms and electrons. The energy is transported by electromagnetic waves (photons).
Radiation requires no medium for its propagation; therefore, it can also take place in vacuum. All
matters emit radiation as long as they have a finite (greater than absolute zero) temperature.
A system such as gas is made of molecules or atoms, and atoms are not at static state in system.
They are moving or oscillating around each other. Also, atoms are made of charge particles, and
they absorb or repel each other. So, they are working on each other continuously. In a system
charge particles work on each other and according to above section they emit electromagnetic
energy. So, every system emits heat energy, and intensity of radiation is depending on its
temperature.

Inherent Power of a System
As each system emits radiation continuously, we can define a work function for every system
dependent on the temperature as % = %(&). The higher temperature of system, the more negative
work will be done on itself. As a result of this negative work, the system emits heat and its
temperature continuously is reduced. The negative work of a system on itself is named the inherent
system power and it is shown with P. Inherent power of system on itself is always negative (such
as radiation and loses thermal energy), but related to the environment it is positive. This means
that each system emits heat radiation to environment, even if the system is colder than the
environment. It is better to define inherent power of system relative to environment that is positive
to help to explain the thermodynamic of the system easier. Relative to the environment view, each
system has a positive power P > 0 that is defined as follows:

Where P > 0 is inherent power of system and k is a natural number that indicates how many
SQE leave the system per time. A system loses energy dE/dt and the kinetic energy of molecules
40

- https://www.researchgate.net/publication/279185909_Graviton_and_Newton%27s_second_law?ev=prf_pub

41

- https://www.quora.com/Why-does-the-same-object-weigh-more-when-it-is-hot-than-when-it-is-cold

42

- https://www.eng.fsu.edu/~shih/eml3015/lecture%20notes/radiation.htm
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is reduced. Inherent power of system is referred to transfer heat from the system to the
environment. Real systems are not isolated and they exchange SQEs with other systems and also
the inherent power of a real systems never reaches to zero.

Thermodynamic Basic-level State of a System and SQE
As already explained, every system has an inherent power that is greater than zero P > 0. If a
system loses its inherent power, it is at basic-level state of thermodynamics. In the other words, a
system would be at basic-level state of thermodynamics, if its inherent power goes to zero P = 0
(figure).

When a system is at basic-level of thermodynamics, its charged particles are not able to work
on each other, so the system does not emit heat energy. When a system is at basic-level of
thermodynamics, then its temperature is absolute zero.
As well as, the entropy of a system is spreading of information. A star radiates due to its inherent
power in which leads us to notice its existence and physical features. The information related to a
star can be revealed through the photons, which it emits. Therefore, we can reveal and understand
for a photon both its existence and properties when either we directly observe it by a real photon
or we can reveal it through a virtual photon which is emitted by an electron.

If time is an illusion?
The answer to this question depends to your approach or physical theory that you are using. From the
standpoint of feeling, time has an arrow from past to future. This attitude is consistent with classical
mechanics and thermodynamics, but is not compatible with relativity and quantum mechanics. "Time is

what happens when nothing else does." Richard Feynman43 said. It is a philosophy statement (not
defined) of time and it is not even a physical statement. "If nothing happened, if nothing changed,
43

- https://www.amazon.com/The-End-Time-Revolution-Physics/dp/0195145925
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then time would stop.” Julian Barbour44 said. Some other authors and researchers say that time is
an illusion45. A group of physicists claim that concept of time is made up of human memories46,
and everything happens at the same time. “The meaning of time has become terribly problematic
in contemporary physics, the situation is so uncomfortable that by far the best thing to do is declare
oneself an agnostic.” says Simon Saunders47.
Physical time
Time is one of the most complex concepts that usually the human mind has been preoccupied
about it. Scientists and philosophers have struggled to identify and explain the nature of time.
However, still there is no definition for physical definition of time, and it is still just a scientific
undefined quantity.
Due to this reason, each physical theory includes its essential quantities and describes the way of
interaction between them, so the quantity of time could not ignored. Therefore either of three theories
(Classic Mechanics, Quantum mechanics, General and Special relativity) have their own elements, describe
the way of interaction between them and they have a special vision to the quantity of time48.

Relativity and time
In special relativity, moving clock works slower than stationary clock. Time dilation in special
relativity must be investigated along with contraction of length. Because they are inseparable from
each other. Contraction of a physical object means compactness of atoms and sub atomic particles.
Whatever atoms are compacted more to each other, the inherent power of system decreases for
any reason that is considered. Consider a radioactive element instead of a clock, radioactive
elements in high speeds radiate less than low speed. "Radioactive decay of particles moving at
high speeds49 has been measured to occur less frequently than radioactive decays for particles
moving at lower speeds".
In addition, here simultaneously two relativistic effects, expansion of time and contraction of
length must be considered, reduction of volume and dilation of time have direct relation with each
other. Because due to reduction of volume, inherent power of radioactive elements decreases. In
addition, time dilation in general relativity happens by reduction of volume, due to gravitational
pressure. The clock that is on the earth is under gravitational pressure more than a clock that lies
at the top of a mountain.
Time dilation in proximity of black hole is more than surroundings of a luminary like a planet
and even the time stops in the horizon of an event of a black hole (from the viewpoint of an external
44

- http://www.azquotes.com/quote/1125382

45

- http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/is-time-an-illusion

46

- http://www.express.co.uk/news/science/738387/Time-NOT-real-EVERYTHING-happens-same-time-einstein

47

- http://discovermagazine.com/2007/jun/in-no-time

48
49

- https://www.researchgate.net/publication/302313653_Adaptive_Review_of_Three_Fundamental_Questions_in_Physics?ev=prf_pub
- http://muller.lbl.gov/teaching/Physics10/Pages2009Spring/ReviewNote-final/Relativity_Universe.pdf
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observer). Volume decreases due to gravitational pressure and inherent power of objects and
particles reduces. From the viewpoint of an external observer, the time stops completely in a black
hole. Therefore, there exists a direct relation between inherent power of system and gravitational
pressure, in which it causes dilation of time in general relativity.
It must be noticed that the performance of gravitational pressure is limited. Therefore, however
there exists time dilation in general and special relativity, however, it does not tend to zero for any
object and particle, it means that all physical existents experience passing time in general and
special relativity.
Thermodynamics and time
From viewpoint of sub quantum thermodynamics, any system with inherent power P works on
the physical environment, so its content of energy is not constant. Therefore, from thermodynamic
viewpoint all systems experience passing time. Then it is acceptable that by thermodynamic insight
to the time, thermodynamic time is oriented and from the past to the future50.
Quantum mechanics and time
In quantum mechanics, quantity of time is proposed in a more fundamental style. For example,
in standard model a photon that moves with constant speed of limit c, does not experience "passing
time".51 Moreover, some theories based on quantum mechanics52 do not accept the existence of
time in quantum scales. In quantum mechanics, some particles (such as photon) do not experience
passing time, but in thermodynamics, any thermodynamic system (from a capsule of gas until
observable universe), either have oriented time axis for themselves from the past to the future and
the time never stops.

Sub quantum energy and time
Quantum mechanics and relativity work in quantum scales and high speeds near to speed of
light, but they are unable to explain beyond that. The problems of modern physics is due to this
reason that these theories have been stopped in the boundary between speed of light and faster than
light and also in quantum scales. However, physical realities like vacuum energy and virtual
photons indicated that speed of light and observable particles is not the end of physical spaces.
In this written text, three physical spaces were investigated and analyzed:
1- Real space-time; everything moves with speed v < or =c in real space-time. Light speed is
the highest speed in the real space-time. Time is a real physical quantity in real space-time,
and everything (such as human) that exists in real space-time experiences “passing time".

50

- http://www.exactlywhatistime.com/physics-of-time/the-arrow-of-time/

51

- http://www.whillyard.com/science-pages/electromagnetic-force.html

52

- http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2012-09/book-excerpt-there-no-such-thing-time
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2- Virtual space-time; it is called sub quantum energy (SQE) too. Every particle such as
virtual particle is explainable in the virtual space-time. Time is an illusion for everything
that exist in virtual space-time53.
3- Non-obvious space; everything like graviton is not directly (also indirectly) detectable in
non-obvious space. But, their existence and properties can be found of their effects. Time
does not exist in Non-obvious space54.

Minkowski formula and physical time
Our physical observations and experiences are limiting of the visible universe or space-time
laws. Because human being and their tools are formed up of space-time being and obey of spacetime laws. Now let’s focus on speed and momentum of real and virtual photons, and use light-like
interval that given by;

World lines of virtual particles relative an inertial observer in (x, y, z, t) frame (by argue not
directly) in Minkowski space-time55 can be written as follows:

53

- https://www.researchgate.net/publication/270339919_Interactions_Between_Real_and_Virtual_Spacetimes?ev=prf_pub

54

- https://www.researchgate.net/publication/302313653_Adaptive_Review_of_Three_Fundamental_Questions_in_Physics?ev=prf_pub

55

- http://www.bourbaphy.fr/bros.pdf
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Photon world line is border of real space-time, world line of other particles such as electron
that moves with speed v < c, is given by;

World line of other physical being such as virtual photon and graviton is outside of the real spacetime. When transmission speed of SQE, V(SQE) = c, virtual particles appear in real space-time, it is
detectible indirectly (in photon structure). When V(SQE) < c it is a part of quantum particles such as
electron. Boundary between real space-time and virtual space-time is speed of light c. In gravitational
blueshift and zero point energy; virtual photons leave virtual space-time and enter into the real spacetime. Also in gravitational blueshift, gravitons of the first leave non-obvious space and enter into virtual
space-time, then leave virtual space-time and enter into real space-time and they are a part of real
space-time being such as photon and electron. So, according to:

Every visible (detectable) physical being decay, also every virtual particles decay too. But
graviton does not decay, in the other word; time does not pass of graviton; the reason is that
graviton does not decay to other physical being. If graviton does not experience "passing time", so
what means t parameter in the equation of non-obvious space? This equation is an assumption, for
an inertial observer in real space-time. The above is not the only option, the imaginary of
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Minkowski's formula56 is discussed. If a graviton writes its world line equation, it maybe same as
follow:

Graviton's life is independent of time. It exists and moves in an imaginary space that for human
being is not conceivable. Graviton carries information and moves so much faster than light speed.
According to color charges and magnetic color.
Relativity (both SR and GR) is related to reference frames, it means relativity is talking about
what happens in reference frames. In other word, relativity is explaining what observers are
observing. In SR, the laws of physics and the speed of light in vacuum57 are the same in all inertial
frames of reference.
"Special Relativity shows that time slows down58 for anything moving, including people. The
faster we go, the more the time is affected."
Why "time slows down"? Relativity does not answer. But time dilation consistent with the
experiences. On the other hand quantum mechanics describes the behavior of matter particles and
their interactions with energy on the scale of subatomic particles. Quantum mechanics and
relativity have their own elements, describe the way of interaction between them and they have a
special vision to the quantity of time.
Relativity and quantum mechanics are "typically tested are widely separated59, their
foundational principles are rarely jointly studied".
Due this reason, there is dubiety that entanglement60 is the essence of quantum weirdness or it
is the essence of space-time geometry61. In fact graviton (also, color charges and color magnet) is
pure information that for a real observer it moves with infinite speed.

56

- http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0051756

57

- http://www.pitt.edu/~jdnorton/teaching/HPS_0410/chapters/Special_relativity_principles/

58

- http://www.phy.olemiss.edu/HEP/QuarkNet/time.html

59

- http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1367-2630/aa5d92

60

- https://www.sciencedaily.com/terms/quantum_entanglement.htm

61

- http://www.nature.com/news/the-quantum-source-of-space-time-1.18797
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Quantum entanglement62

All particles are steady exchanging gravitons (and color - charges) that move faster than light
speed. When a color - charge reaches to particle A from particle B, particle A reacts to particle B,
same happens for particle B, so they are entangled.
As well as, the entropy of a system is spreading of information. A star radiates due to its inherent
power in which leads us to notice its existence and physical features. The information related to a
star can be revealed through the photons, which it emits. Therefore, we can reveal and understand
for a photon both its existence and properties when either we directly observe it by a real photon
or we can reveal it through a virtual photon which is emitted by an electron. These revelations are
related to the obvious universe, but the information related to the existence and properties of
fundamental particles are also propagated by gravitons with speed faster than light speed. As we
know, the following elements are not observable for us, because:

Therefore, quantum entanglement is explainable in a non-obvious space. An important
conclusion from this discussion will be as follows:
In an obvious universe, physical time does not exist, independent of matter (energy). Whenever
“time” is involved, one clock is associated, because human has also a physical existence and
consequently he/she is a clock, too. On the other hand, a physical existence (able to being obvious)
is made in its own space, and the moment that it is created, its time starts. Therefore, man is a
clock, too and when we talk about the nature of time, apart from comparing the rhythm of the
movement of the clocks, nothing else is explainable in physics.

62

- https://www.picoquant.com/applications/category/quantum-optics/quantum-entanglement
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Gravity force
In quantum field theory, the graviton is massless with a spin of 2 that mediates the force of
gravitational field. This is because the source of gravitation is the stress-energy tensor, a secondrank tensor63.
In fact, old definition of graviton is not able to solve quantum vacuum problem. According to
Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, a vacuum isn't empty, and filled with particle-antiparticle pairs
that appear and disappear randomly. Researchers claim64 to have detected the theoretical
fluctuations65 directly.

Scheme for time-locked generation and detection of quantum transients66 by electro-optic sampling. From:
Subcycle quantum electrodynamics

We need to describe quantum fluctuations without using the uncertainty principle as below. For
redefine the graviton, the best way is description the photon-graviton interaction. The change of
frequency of the photon in the gravitational field has been described, see equations (of 4 to10)
In spite of publishing many articles about graviton, but it has not been done any considerable
work about mechanism of graviton exchange between bodies/particles. The reason is that the old
graviton definition (in modern physics) is unable to describe this mechanism and also it is
impossible to get the theory of the quantum gravity. So, with re-considering physical phenomena,
63

- www.fnal.gov/pub/today/archive_2012/today12-10-19_NutshellReadMore.html

64

- http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v541/n7637/full/nature21024.html

65

- http://www.sciencealert.com/physicists-say-they-ve-managed-to-manipulate-pure-nothingness

66

- http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v541/n7637/fig_tab/nature21024_F1.html
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a new definition of graviton is given which by its using; the mechanism of graviton exchange
between bodies/particle is described and surveyed.
Regard to creation virtual photons, every charged particles produce positive and negative colorcharges.

Hence, a lot number of negative color-charges are moving outwards in the area (3) around the
negative charged particles. And a lot number of positive color-charges are moving outwards in
the area (3) around the positive charged particles (see figure).
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According to above figure, a lot number of positive color-charges move from the positive
charged particle toward the negative charged particles, and negative color-charges move from
negative charged particle toward the positive charged particle and they combine in each other (in
area 3) and produce the sub quantum energies, then gravity energy is produced and these two
particles accelerate toward each other.

Although the mechanism of gravitational energy generation of two identical sign charged
particles is similar with two different sign charged particles, but the method of generation of and
sub quantum energies is different. In order to explain the generation process of gravitational energy
between two identical sign charged particles, it is necessary to explain the process of the generated
electromagnetic energy by the interaction of their electrical repulsion.
According to CPH Theory, gravity is a currency among the objects. Consider the interaction
between the earth and the moon: when a graviton reaches the earth, the other one moves toward
the moon and pushes the earth toward the moon. Because as to maintain equality times - positive
and negative color-charges, there is a fixed ratio between the mass and the number of gravitons
surrounding. Also when a graviton reaches the moon, the other one moves toward the earth and
pushes the moon toward the earth. So earth (In fact everything) is bombarded by gravitons
continuously. Due to the fact that everything is made up of sub quantum energy, the classical
concept of acceleration and relativistic Newton's second law needs to be reviewed.
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Higgs Boson
While developing quantum chromo-dynamics, some new points of view of Higgs bosons have
been introduced and also have been put into discussion about the other types and some
specifications of Higgs bosons67.
In the published articles in the recent years, most attractions have been noticed toward Higgs
charges. Most of them have been paid attention to the Higgs bosons and electro-weak bosons 68
but no anymore relations between gravity and Higgs has been said or noticed, yet. In addition,
observation of charged Higgs boson at (LHC) is beyond the Standard Model69 (SM).
Higgs Mechanism
The Higgs mechanism70 is the mechanism that gives mass to all elementary particles in particle
physics. For an example of spontaneous symmetry-breaking, imagine a complex scalar field whose
value at any point in space is;

Integrated over space. Here, V(x, y, z) is a potential energy and H(x, y, z) is Higgs field which
is non-negative. There is a continuous manifold of minima at:

What this means in less technical terms is that the potential energy density, as a function of H71
looks like the bottom of a bottle: a hump in the middle and a circular valley around it.

67

- https://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-ph/0603041.pdf

68

- https://archive.org/details/arxiv-hep-ph0501164

69

- http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0550321315000383

70

- http://encyclopedia.thefreedictionary.com/Higgs+mechanism

71

- https://www.scribd.com/document/514522/Higgs-Bosons
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According to above relations, there is a Higgs particle in any small volume of space72, which in
this article is called Creative Particle Higgs or CPH.
Creative Particles of Higgs (CPH)
Definition: Suppose that there is a particle (smaller than a photon which can be located inside
the photon) with constant mass (m) is moving with speed of '()* in any inertial reference frame
and '()* > + (c is the speed of light). So, the linear momentum of a CPH can be written by
)()* = ,()* '()* . A CPH can be shown with zero Higgs boson H. When a CPH has spin, it is
called a graviton. Now as space is full of gravitons, so it can be said that space is full of CPHs.
Principle of CPH
A CPH is a particle with constant mass ,()* which moves with a constant magnitude of speed,
which equals to '()* . The CPH has a momentum of inertia I. In any interaction between the CPH
and the other existing particles, the magnitude of '()* is constant and it does not change.
Therefore,
grad '()* = 0 in all inertial reference frames in any space

72

- https://www.researchgate.net/publication/237412049_A_new_mechanism_of_Higgs_bosons_in_producing_charge_particles?ev=prf_pub
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As it has mentioned above, When a CPH has spin, it is called a graviton. So above principle
can be written as follow:

In gravitational blue-shift, energy of photon increases. Changing the photon energy in a
gravitational field that is associated with the intensity of electric and magnetic fields of photon. It
means that gravity works on the photon and gravitons enter to the structure of the photon in which
it is justified with - = − ./ equation. The old definition of gravitons, cannot explain this
phenomenon, but the new definition of gravitons can.
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According to above figure, when we can show:

Therefore, the gravitons have three motions inside of photon; one is self-spin, the other is spin
from photon spin and the last one is linear speed equal to c.

Conclusion
To date, there is no way to explain the process that describes how particles produce exchange
particles in modern physics. According to the results of reconsidering relativistic Newton's second
law, we can definitely say that the best way for unifying the interactions is generalizing interaction
between charged particles to photon structure and vice versa. This new view on photon means that
we can redefine the graviton and electromagnetic energy. Electromagnetic energy converts to
matter and anti-matter such as charged particles. Charged particles use gravitons and generate
electromagnetic field. This way of looking at the problem shows how two same charged particles
repel each other in far distance and absorb each other at a very small distance.
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Attention to photon structure and using new definitions for graviton, we can use the subquantum space to describe the nature of time in order to understand better the nature of space-time,
and review of thermodynamics laws and entropy. As long as we do not review relativistic Newton's
second law, physics does not stand on its actual position.
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